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In [1] Brauer suggests that there may be important properties of character 
tables yet to be discovered. In this note we observe that the number m,(G) 
of inequivalent irreducible complex representations of odd degree of a finite 
group G is a power of two for many groups G. From knowledge of their 
character tables ([2-T]) WC can tabulate m,(G) for several infinite simple 
families and for the sporadic simple groups (except Fischer’s largest simple 
group for which a character table has not vet been computed). 
q(G) G 
4 Xl1 , L,(q) for y odd 
8 “G,(g), Ml,, , & , .VZ,, I1 , J2 , .I:, , IIS, McL, LS, S’,(q) for y odd 
16 AI,, , H, F,, , Ffii , Sz, .3 
32 ‘I, ,2 
2” &(27’) 
22nt1 34p”), 22” S,(2’“) ) c&(2’“) 
Although m,(G) is a power of two for all the known simple groups of order 
less than one million, this is not true in general, since m,(L,(16)) =L 88. 
W’e do, however, make the 
Conjecture. For a finite simple group G, m,(G) z~- m,(NG(S,)), where 
S, is a Sylow 2-group of G. 
For the symmetric group S,L , n-e prove the 
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P,o$. ‘The result follows if we can prove that the value of an irreducible 
character on an element .T with cycle structure 211, 2”j ,..., 2L / is 5 I or 0 :since 
x xi(.r)’ == C(x), = 2” from the column orthogonality relations and 
xi(x) : x,( 1) mod(2). 
‘i’n each irreducible representation there is associated a partition and 
its 1-oung diagram. ‘I’he character of x is obtained from the diagram ht; 
successiwly removing hooks of length 2”‘1, 2’3,..., 3” 1 [8]. \Ve shall prove that 
a hook of length 2’;1 is unique when it exists in the diagram. If the hook does 
not c.\ist, then the character value is zero. If it does, then, to within sign, the 
character is that of an element with cycle structure 2”1, ZL:+,..., 2::t in S,,, , 
111 71 - 2’1. Repetition of this argument leaves us with a signed empt! 
diagram and a character value of -I- 1. 
Suppose. by ww of co~~~radicti~~l~, that there are two or more hooks of 
length 7: 1. Any tw:o of these cannot be disjoint because, if they were, they 
umuld occupy 2.2’s] ::- 71 nodes. They cannot share more than one node 
since hocks ertcnd fully to the right and to the bottom of the diagram. They 
then must share exactly one node but the top left node is unoccupied and 
this node togcthcr with the two hooks accounts for 2.2’,1 1-z.. II nodes--which 
cannot h,ippen. 
A&/tle~l irr p’oof. For the alternating group, A, , hl. Sate of Kyoto Cnivcrsity has 
shown that v&4,,) = $“~(S,) evccpt Jvherl 77 1 2L or 2’ I in which case ma(:3,) -= 
wz,(S,,). In [9] 1lacdonald determines w,(S,,) for prime p. IIe has also shown (un- 
l~~lblishcd~ that m,(W) is a power of two for any finite Coxeter group W. 
Let L hc 2% complex simple Lie algebra and G hc the group defined by Che\:tliey 
and consrructrd from L over a finite field F<, , q = p’, (e.g. for I, of t!-pe .il, ( (; is 
PGISI 1, 9)). \Ve have the conjectures (Bannai-Enomoto): 
1 t i:or q 1’ then m,(G) = q” where I is the rank of L, and 
I) I-or an>- irreducible complex character x of (2 
y /rxr\) = I or 0 where .I runs over the regular llnipotent elements of G. Further, 
the t;umhcr of irreducible characters for which the above sum is I is qz. 
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